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Hopes, Fears and Values 

Cancer raises our awareness of our hopes and fears more than most other events in our lives.  
The diagnosis of cancer causes immediate fears of death and side effects of treatments.  We begin 
treatments because we hope they will cure us, make us feel better and prolong our lives.  This 
roller coaster of hopes and fears is an important part of the cancer experience.  The gradual 
improvement in outcomes of cancer treatments means that most people will live long lives after 
their cancer diagnoses.  These people need to cope with these hopes and fears in order to have 
good quality of life.    
  
Your physician cannot take away your fears and should not extinguish your hope.  Health care 
providers must walk a tightrope.  They should not frighten you unnecessarily, but must avoid 
raising false hopes.  To do this they must provide you with information.    
  
Information about your cancer:   
If your cancer is curable then you deserve to know the probability of cure.  The probability of 
surviving five or ten years without relapse is often available.  These probabilities are merely 
statistics.  They do not tell you if you will be cured or live 10 years, but they do tell you the 
likelihood of cure.  
  
Information about your treatment:  
If your treatment has the potential to cause severe side effects then you deserve to know this 
potential.  Physicians feel an ethical responsibility to inform you of risks and have a legal 
responsibility to tell you “everything a reasonable person would want to know prior to making a 
decision”.  Unfortunately the risks we fear the most are those we think about consciously.  Thus 
the discussion of potential side effects makes us fear we will experience them.  Moreover the 
effect of the legal responsibility compels us to tell you the worst reported side effects, not just 
what the usual person experiences.    
  
When we get in a car to drive without discussing the risk of auto accidents we do not fear we will 
have one.  Just as the experience of driving a car helps you to realize that you usually survive 
automobile trips without incident, talking to people who have passed through cancer treatments 
can help you realize the risks of these treatments are manageable as well.  Physicians constantly 
try to balance benefits and risks.  You should consider not just the risks of your treatment but the 
potential benefits.  You should not take treatments with risks that outweigh benefits, nor shun 
those with benefits that outweigh their risks.    
  
Coping with these and other emotions:  
The most important tool we have for coping with emotional distress is talking.  You should talk to 
your loved ones, friends, support group and health care team about your hopes, fears and other 
emotions.  The act of talking about your feelings will permit you to live with them.   
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